
• The climate greenhouse effect of the flat Earth model isn’t the real climate greenhouse effect. The real 
climate greenhouse effect is inside the large-scale models and is naturally inside such models. I 
pointed out that this is a very strange disconnect, and that when I ask climate scientists for the REAL 
climate greenhouse effect and references as to how it actually does work, they all reference back to 
the flat Earth models. He said well that’s because it is only conceptual, and so I then asked again for 
the real thing. I also pointed out that, sure, the flat Earth model is conceptual, but it demonstrates a 
principle and a mechanics which comes OUT OF ITSELF by necessity, and that even still it should still 
conceptually function in a real greenhouse, which it does not.

• This is the extent of their position. I pointed out that it is a closed loop: that when they say that the 
real climate greenhouse effect is in the GCM’s, and when asked for references as to how it work they 
then refer to the flat Earth models which should function in a real greenhouse but don’t, that a closed 
reference-loop is created here in which no reference to how the climate greenhouse actually works is 
provided *other than* the flat Earth derivations (which should function in real greenhouses, but 
don’t).

• Again, a pretty obvious self-referencing loop, and an easy decision and conclusion to make. But they 
just seem unable to acknowledge the meaning of it, the reality of it, the impetus of it, etc.

• Basically they want to refer to something, a “conceptual model”, which on the other hand they cannot 
prove actually exists. So they refer to it, but then asked if it is the real thing, say that it isn’t, and have 
no reference to the real thing at all…other than the conceptual thing…which they themselves admit 
isn’t real.



WHAT WOULD BE REQUIRED TO ACCEPT THAT 
THE ALTERNATIVE GREENHOUSE EFFECT OF 
CLIMATE ALARM EXISTS

• 1: Theory. Not just any theory, but theory that is based on 

sound physical and logical foundations, consistent with 

existing well-established laws of physics, which can be tested.

• 2: Evidence. Empirical demonstration that the proposed theory 

is supported by measured data, and that there are no other 

explanations possible.


